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A B S T R A C T   

Cues that predict rewards can trigger reward-seeking behaviors but also can, in some cases, become targets of 
motivation themselves. One behavioral phenomenon that captures this idea is sign-tracking in which animals, 
including humans, interact with reward-predictive cues even though it is not necessary to do so. Sign-tracking in 
rats has been studied in the domain of motivation and in how motivated behaviors can or cannot become 
excessive and habit-like over time. Many prior studies look at sign-tracking examine this behavior in male 
subjects, but there are few papers that look at this behavior in female subjects. Moreover, it is unknown where 
there might be sex-related variation in how flexible sign-tracking is when faced with changing reward values. 
Therefore, we asked if there were sex differences in the acquisition of sign-tracking behavior and if there were 
any sex differences in how sensitive animals were in their sign-tracking following reward devaluation. In contrast 
to previous reports, we found that males and females show no differences in how they acquire sign-tracking and 
in ultimate sign-tracking levels following training. Additionally, we found no difference in how quickly males 
and females learned to devalue the food reward, and we found no differences in sign-tracking levels by sex 
following outcome devaluation. We believe that this is primarily due to our experiment being performed in the 
Long Evans strain but also believe that there are many other factors contributing to differences between our 
study and previous work.   

1. Introduction 

Fundamental components of adaptive behavior include learning 
what cues predict rewarding items like food and responding to those 
cues with craving and reward-seeking; however, if those conditioned 
behaviors become overly persistent, such as resisting change when the 
outcomes are no longer desirable, they can be unhealthy. To ensure 
survival, individuals need to be able to change their behaviors to shifting 
circumstances in their environment. The role of sex in various Pavlovian 
behaviors is growing as a point of scientific interest. It is a salient one 
given the reasonable literature on sex differences in disorders charac-
terized by maladaptive conditioned reward-seeking. For example, in 
Substance Abuse Disorder involving cocaine, women escalate more 
rapidly to the point of addiction than men do; women exhibit more 
unpleasant withdrawal symptoms than men during attempts to quit, and 
women also report greater craving induced by cues [1,2]. 

The effect that reward cues have on organisms is multifaceted, but 
one effect is to evoke “wanting” of the reward and even of the cue itself. 
A way to examine this effect behaviorally is by measuring sign-tracking 

in rodent models. Sign-tracking occurs when individuals are attracted to 
a cue that predicts a reward, and it is thought to reflect a process of 
incentive motivation to pursue rewards and their cues [3,4]. The alter-
native to sign-tracking is goal-tracking in which an individual is 
attracted to the reward itself rather than the cue [3]. In essence, 
sign-tracking is a manifestation of “wanting” or “craving” an outcome 
upon presentation of a cue paired with a reward. As a result, it needs to 
be determined if sign-tracking behavior itself, or the “wanting” or 
“craving” of a reward upon the presentation of a cue with which the 
reward is paired, shows sex differences that match what we see in 
human disorders. 

Sign-tracking behavior has already been proven to be a useful 
readout for kinds of reward-seeking that can be either compulsive or 
flexible depending on different conditions. For example, in animal 
models of addiction and of obsessive-compulsive disorder, sign-tracking 
has been linked to excessive and inflexible reward-seeking; however, 
sign-tracking can also be flexible when major changes in the outcome 
occur [5-7]. One assay is outcome devaluation, in which the reward is 
paired with lithium chloride to induce nausea. Animals that continue 
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interacting with a cue for a now-devalued outcome may be regarded as 
compulsive, or overly habitual, in their behavior. Animals that reduce 
sign-tracking under these conditions instead might be regarded as more 
flexible and adaptive [8]. Depending on several factors, sign-tracking 
itself can be sensitive to this sort of outcome devaluation procedure as 
well as similar outcome-related manipulations [3,4,8,9]. Thus, much 
like the behaviors of addicts, cue-evoked “wanting” as manifested in 
sign-tracking can show signs of flexibility but can also be related to 
inflexibility or compulsion. 

It remains unknown how the sex of individuals relates to conditions 
under which sign-tracking behavior is flexible or compulsive, which is 
an important issue to resolve given sex differences in the development of 
compulsive behaviors and of their brain mechanisms. Concerning the 
expression of sign-tracking itself, one study that looked at the role of sex 
in Pavlovian approach behavior in rats found females engage in more 
stimulus-directed Pavlovian approach behaviors than males [10]. 
Similarly, another study found that female Sprague Dawley rats acquire 
Pavlovian approach to lever directed behavior (i.e. sign-tracking) 
behavior more quickly than males [11]. However, given the possibil-
ity of genetic differences in the propensity to sign-track, as well as in the 
development of addictions, additional strains of animals require atten-
tion too. 

It also needs to be determined if sex plays a role in compulsive sign- 
tracking behavior in adult rats. Subjecting animals to an outcome 
devaluation procedure to change the value of the learned reward can be 
one way to measure the continued compulsiveness of a behavior. With 
regards to sign-tracking, behavioral flexibility occurs when animals 
interact less often with a cue when it comes to predict a devalued 
reward. Conversely, compulsivity occurs when animals fail to stop their 
interactions with the cue. One previous study has shown that adult fe-
males do show an insensitivity to satiety-induced outcome devaluation 
when a food reward is devalued, and males do not show this effect [10]. 
Our study is different from this previous study in that the food reward 
will be devalued by conditioned taste aversion conducted in testing 
chambers, which we and others have found to be key for assessing both 
acute and enduring forms of behavioral compulsivity [3,9]. 

Considering the literature above, the current study attempts to 
resolve whether there are sex differences in a strain of rat that shows a 
major proclivity towards sign-tracking (Long Evans), and likewise to 
resolve whether there are sex differences in how flexible vs. habitual 
sign-tracking is when the reward is devalued. Specifically, we expect 
that female rats will acquire sign-tracking more quickly than males and 
may be more persistent in sign-tracking behavior following outcome 
devaluation than their male counterparts. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Subjects 

Subjects were experimentally naïve male and female Long Evans rats 
that were at least p90 in age and were obtained from either Charles River 
(wild-type) or from Dr. Bruce Hope at the NIH (fos-GFP+) (n = 34 total; 
n = 18 female, n = 16 male; Charles River). Rats weighed 250–580 g 
upon arrival. Female and male subjects were identified by their geni-
talia. There were also 6 separate rats that were eliminated from the 
study because they failed to acquire the sign-tracking behavior during 
acquisition; these rats were at least one standard deviation below the 
mean during the last three days of acquisition. The strain of rats included 
in these experiments was mostly wild-type, (n = 28), but there were 
some Rosa26-Fos-GFP (n = 6) subjects. The fos-GFP+ rats behaved like 
their wild-type companions, so we combined them for analysis 
(Table S1). Rats were pair-housed in a climate-controlled colony room 
illuminated from 7:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. Following an acclimation 
period of 7 days, animals were individually housed and put on a food- 
restriction schedule to maintain body weights at 85 % of their ad libi-
tum weights for the duration of the experiment. Rats were fed between 5 

and 21 g of LabDiet Laboratory Rodent Diet chow. The experiments were 
performed in accordance with the National Institute of Health’s Guide 
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and with the National 
Research Council’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 
Protocols were approved by the Dartmouth College Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee. 

2.2. Apparatus 

Sign-tracking training and testing were carried out in eight identical 
operant conditioning chambers (24 × 30.5 × 29 cm; Med Associates), 
enclosed in sound-attenuating chambers outfitted with an exhaust fan to 
provide airflow and background noise (~68 dB). The chambers were 
illuminated by a house light on the back wall of the chamber. Each 
chamber contained a recessed food magazine in the center of the front 
wall. Retractable levers (Med Associates model: ENV-112CM) were 
positioned on either side of the food magazine. Lever deflections were 
automatically recorded, and magazine entries were recorded through 
breaks of an infrared beam. Data were acquired through MED-PC soft-
ware (Med Associates). 

2.3. Behavioral testing 

The sequence of training phases is presented in Fig. 1A. One day prior 
to start of training, rats were familiarized with grain pellets (Bio Serv, 
Product #F00165, 45 mg dustless precision pellets: Protein 21.3 %, Fat 
3.8 %, Carbohydrate 54.0 %) in their home cages. All rats first received a 
single 30-minute acclimation session of magazine training during which 
these pellets were delivered freely on a random-time 30-second (RT30) 
schedule. Next, subjects underwent 12 daily, 60-minute sessions of 
Pavlovian associative training. During each training session, subjects 
received 25 conditioned stimulus (CS+) trials and 25 non-predictive 
stimulus (CS-) trials such that no more than two of the same trial type 
occurred sequentially. The average intertrial interval was 60 s. Each trial 
consisted of a 10-second lever presentation, but only CS+ trials pre-
sentation preceded delivery of two food pellets upon lever retraction. 
The assignment of left and right levers to CS+ and CS- identities was 
counterbalanced within groups of animals, but this assignment was held 
constant for each animal. Training was followed by one abbreviated 
predevaluation test session (5CS+, 5 CS- presentations) conducted in 
extinction conditions to establish a baseline level of responding to the 
stimulus without the reinforcing effects of the reward. The next day, 
subjects were given one reacquisition session (25 CS+, 25 CS- pre-
sentations) in which the reward was delivered like in earlier training 
sessions. Rats were fed their chow one hour after the end of these ses-
sions to ensure maximum engagement with the task. 

2.4. Outcome devaluation and post-devaluation testing 

Rats were split into four groups based on mean CS+ lever press rats 
and standard error of the mean such that the groups had similar 
responding levels by Day 12 of training. This was done by averaging the 
mean lever press for each rat across Day 11 and Day 12 and then 
assigning rats into a group so that the groups were matched by this 
average. The groups were LiCl female (n=9), LiCl male (n=9), Saline 
female (n=9), and Saline male (n=7). 

After group assignment, rats were exposed to outcome devaluation. 
Rats received between five to nine pairings of devaluation procedure. 
The pairings took place in the Med Associates conditioning chambers 
since it has been previously shown that sensitivity to devaluation is 
context-dependent [3]. Having pairings inside the context of the con-
ditioning chambers enables better integration of LiCl learning into the 
conditioning context [9,12]. Rats were fed their chow at least one hour 
after pairings. 

The pairings were spaced 48 h apart. For these pairings, pellets were 
delivered on the RT30 schedule previously used during magazine 
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training, but levers were not extended. To avoid clogging of the maga-
zine by pellets, pairings 3–9 were successively shorter in length, as an-
imals in LiCl groups rejected more pellets over time which increased the 
likelihood of rejected pellets backing up within the delivery tube. Spe-
cifically, subjects were given 30 pellets during the first two pairings, 
fifteen pellets during pairings three through five, and ten pellets for the 
remaining pairings. At the ends of these sessions, animals were removed 
from the conditioning chambers, held briefly in the plastic holding 
boxes, and the number of pellets consumed was recorded. Then, animals 
were injected with either 0.3 M LiCl in deionized water (10 mg/kg) or 
0.9 % saline (10 mg/kg) based on their group assignment and allowed to 
rest for 20 min in the conditioning chambers. Once an animal in a LiCl 
group consumed 1 or fewer pellets during devaluation, it was advanced 
to post-devaluation probe sessions. Some animals reached this criterion 
earlier than other animals; some rats reached this criterion after only 
five pairings while others took up to nine pairings. Once a LiCl animal 
moved onto post-devaluation sessions, a matched Saline animal moved 
on with it. Post-devaluation sessions consisted of a brief extinction 

session (5 CS+, 5 CS- presentations) followed by an abbreviated, fully 
rewarded, reacquisition session (12 CS+, 13 CS-) to assess persistent 
sign-tracking in the following reward devaluation. Like previous pre- 
devaluation sessions, rats were fed their chow one hour after the end 
of these sessions to ensure maximum engagement with the task. 

2.5. Behavioral measures and analyses 

Lever deflections, magazine entries, and time spent in the magazine 
area were recorded via MED-PC. A simple PCA index was calculated for 
each rat via the following equation: (lever presses per CS+ trial – 
magazine entries per CS+ trial) / (lever presses per CS+ trial + maga-
zine entries per CS+ trial). During outcome devaluation, pellets were 
counted before and after consumption to determine the percentage of 
pellets consumed. All statistical tests were performed using R (R Core 
Team 2016). All graphs were created through R (R: “ggplot2″) and 
designed with Affinity Designer. Schematics were made in Biorender 
and inserted into Affinity Designer. In order to extract the number 

Fig. 1. Males and females show similar acquisition of sign-tracking behavior. A) Timeline of experimental procedures. B) Visualization of experimental groups. Males 
used in sign-tracking acquisition were split into two groups following day 12 of sign-tracking acquisition and received either LiCl or Saline during outcome 
devaluation sessions; the same was done with females. C) Schematic of groups and conditions in acquisition sessions. D) Mean presses per minute on CS levers with 
respect to sex during acquisition. There was a main effect of CS Type (P = 0.02*). E) Mean PCA index with respect to group during acquisition. There was a main 
effect of session (P = 0.00148**) [* indicate main effects]. 
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magazine entries during the 10 second CS+ presentation and the num-
ber of magazine entries during the 10 s following CS+ presentation, a 
python extraction protocol was used on the MedPC files. 

Individual linear mixed models (R; “lme4″) were used to analyze 
effects of different dependent variable responding (e.g., lever presses per 
minute, ppm) by fixed effects of experimental group, CS type, session, 
sex, and the interactions between these variables while accounting for 
random effects of differences in individual starting press rates and in-
dividual learning rates over sessions. Linear mixed models were fit by 
maximum likelihood, and the t-tests use Satterthwaite approximations 
of degrees of freedom (R; “lmerMod”). Models were analyzed with the 
package lme4 from CRAN [13]. Reported statistics include confidence 
intervals (95 % confidence intervals) and P-values [14]. When deter-
mining the role of sex in these models, linear mixed models with and 
without sex were assessed via ANOVA; this was done to determine to 
what extent sex was a factor in the dependent variable behavioral 
response of interest. Since there was no significant effect of sex observed 
in any of the models, we did not follow up with any post-hoc tests. 

As percentage data are not normally distributed, a generalized linear 
mixed model was used to calculate the effects of devaluation and session 
on pellet consumption during outcome devaluation. Confidence in-
tervals and P-values are reported. 

Responses in the post-devaluation extinction session (e.g., ppm) 
were compared with responses in the predevaluation extinction session 
by creating individual linear mixed models to assess response rates by 
fixed effects of group, session, sex, and the interactions between these 
variables while accounting for random effects of individual starting 
points. Responses in the post-devaluation reacquisition session were 
similarly compared with responses in the predevaluation reacquisition 
session. 

Pellets consumed during post-devaluation reacquisition sessions 
were recorded. These data were not normally distributed; therefore, a 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity correction was used to 
determine if animals differed in pellet consumption based on their group 
treatments. 

3. Results 

3.1. Acquisition 

The mean presses per minute (ppm) over the course of training is 
presented in Fig. 1D. To compare rates of responding, a linear mixed 
model using ppm as the dependent variable and fixed effects of CS type, 
group, sex, and session as well as any interactions between CS type, 
group, sex, and session. Random intercepts for individual animals and 
learning curves were included. 

There was no significant effect of group (estimate: –13.19 ppm; 
confidence interval (CI): –49.92–22.98; P = 0.49) which shows that the 
Saline and LiCl groups (collapsed by sex) did not differ on average in 
ppm. There was a trend of session (estimate: 3.08 ppm; CI: –0.20 to 6.32; 
P = 0.057) which shows that there was no statistical difference in lever 
presses over the course of sign-tracking acquisition, but there was a 
trend to increasing CS+ lever presses over sessions. There was a signif-
icant effect of CS type (estimate: 0.22 ppm; CI: 0.02–0.42; P = 0.021 *) 
such that rats preferentially pressed the CS+ lever over the CS- lever. 
There also was a nonsignificant trend of sex (estimate: 39.87; CI: –0.00 
to 75.92; P = 0.059) which means that males and females (collapsed by 
group) did not differ on average in ppm, but there was a nonsignificant 
tendency for females to interact less with the CS+ than the males. There 
was also no interaction between session and sex (estimate: –0.67; CI: 
–4.92 to 3.77; P = 0.78), no interaction between session and group 
(estimate: 0.60; CI: –3.92 to 5.08; P = 0.78), and no three-way inter-
action between sex, group, and session (estimate= –0.01; CI: –5.92 to 
6.44; P = 0.998). 

We also sought to determine if there were any significant differences 
in Pavlovian Conditioned Approach (PCA) behavior during training 

since it is a common way to measure sign-tracking behavior. The PCA 
index is another way to measure sign-tracking since it quantifies both 
lever presses and magazine entry behavior during the CS+ period. The 
index was created in such a way that a score of + 1 aligns with exclu-
sively sign-tracking rats while a score of –1 aligns with exclusively goal- 
tracking rats. The PCA index over the course of training is presented in 
Fig. 1E. A linear mixed model was created as explained previously, but 
the dependent variable in this model was PCA; CS Type was excluded 
from this model. 

There was a main effect of session (estimate: 0.04; CI: 0.02–0.07; 
P = 0.0015 **) showing that subjects do increase their PCA index as 
sessions progress, but there was no significant main effect of sex (esti-
mate: 0.24; CI: –0.08 to 0.58; P = 0.16) which mirrors what we observed 
in the model focusing on CS ppm, no significant main effect of group 
(estimate: –0.05; CI: –0.33 to 0.26; P = 0.76). Importantly, there was no 
interaction between sex and session (estimate: –0.02; CI: –0.06 to 0.01; 
P = 0.27), no interaction between group and session (estimate: 0.0081; 
CI: –0.025 to 0.04; P = 0.64), and no three-way interaction between sex, 
group, and session (estimate: 0.026; CI: –0.02–0.07; P = 0.32). 

Thus, ppm began similarly with respect to CS+ and CS- levers; 
CS+ ppm non-significantly trended to slightly increase over sessions 
whereas CS- ppm fell which is indicative of learning. Together, these 
results indicate that animals readily discriminated between the CS+ and 
the CS- as shown by the number of lever presses made during pre-
sentations of these stimuli throughout training, and that there was no 
difference between in how the groups interacted with these levers. 
Importantly, there was also no difference in how males and females 
interacted with these levers which shows that males and females do not 
differ in how they acquire sign-tracking behavior and how much they 
sign-track once the association has been formed. Males and females also 
showed no differences in their PCA index during training which repli-
cates what was observed when focusing on the lever pressing data; 
however, subjects did acquire the sign-tracking behavior as observed by 
the animals increasing their PCA index over the course of training. 

3.2. Outcome devaluation 

Rats received between five-to-nine devaluation pairings in the op-
erant chambers. The mean percentage of pellets consumed by group 
over the course of these pairings is plotted in Fig. 2B. A generalized 
linear mixed model was created to analyze fixed effects of session, 
group, sex, and interactions between these factors with random in-
tercepts for individual rats. Across the LiCl-reward pairings, there was a 
significant main effect of group on ppm (estimate: 18.08; CI: 
3.80–32.83; P = 0.00905 **) which shows that the Saline and LiCl 
groups differed in the percent pellets consumed, but there were no sig-
nificant main effects of day (estimate: 0.04; CI: –2.01 to 2.11; P = 0.97) 
or of sex (estimate: 0.12; CI: –13.12 to 14.25; P = 0.99). As expected, 
there was a significant interaction between group and session (estimate: 
–16.01; CI: –18.94 to –13.04; P = <2e-16 ***) while there were no 
significant interactions between session and sex (estimate: –0.08; CI: 
–2.88 to 2.85; P = 0.95) or three-way interactions between sex, group, 
and session (estimate: 0.23; CI: –3.91 to 4.16; P = 0.90). 

These results indicate that the animals in the LiCl group consumed 
fewer pellets than the Saline group during devaluation sessions; specif-
ically, the LiCl group learned to devalue and stop consuming the pellets 
while the Saline group, which didn’t undergo conditioned taste aver-
sion, continued consuming the pellets. Of note, sex had no relationship 
to the rate of conditioned taste aversion-learning. 

3.3. Devaluation sensitivity in extinction 

Responding during pre-devaluation and post-devaluation extinction 
sessions were compared. Sign-tracking rates by group and session are 
presented in Fig. 3B. A linear mixed model using CS+ response rates as 
the dependent variable and fixed effects of group, sex, session, and the 
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Fig. 2. Males and females are equally sensitive to outcome devaluation. A) Schematic of groups and conditions in outcome devaluation sessions. B) Mean percent 
pellets consumed with respect to group during outcome devaluation. There was a group by session interaction (P = <2e-16†††) and a main effect of group 
(P = 0.00905 **). [* indicate main effects], [† indicate interactions]. [The standard error increases from sessions 5–9 as rats reach criteria, so there are fewer 
numbers of animals contributing to these later sessions.]. 

Fig. 3. Males and females show similar sign-tracking levels in extinction conditions following outcome devaluation. A) Schematic of groups and conditions in 
extinction sessions. B) Mean presses per minute of the CS+ lever by group across extinction sessions. C) Mean magazine entries during 10 s CS+ presentation by 
group across extinction session. D) Mean magazine entries in the 10 s following the CS+ presentation by group across extinction session. There was a group by session 
interaction (P = 0.038†), and a significant effect of session (P = 0.034 *). [* indicate main effects], [† indicate interactions]. [Transparent dots are data points for 
individual rats. Darker dots represent individual rats showing the same data point]. 
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interactions between these fixed effects with random effects for indi-
vidual rat starting points was used. This first sex-including linear mixed 
model was compared via ANOVA to a second mixed model using the 
same dependent variable and fixed effect inputs but eliminated sex as a 
factor. The sex-including model performed worse than the sex-excluding 
model on the ANOVA (sex-including model Akaike Information Crite-
rion (AIC): 565.30; sex-excluding model AIC: 562.71). Because this 
difference was minor, we made our comparisons using the sex-including 
model despite the worse fit. See Table S2 for stats related to the sex- 
excluding model. 

During post-devaluation testing under extinction conditions, groups 
did not differ in sign-tracking. The three-way interaction between sex 
and session and group was not significant (estimate: –6.286 ppm; CI: 
–24.97 to 14.37; P = 0.550). There was not a significant effect of group 
(estimate: –6.267 ppm; CI: –18.04 to 7.10; P = 0.346) or an effect of 
session (estimate: 4.400 ppm; CI: –4.58 to 15.27; P = 0.388) or an effect 
of sex (estimate: 11.333 ppm; CI: –2.13 to 26.19; P = 0.114). There were 
also no interactions between sex and session (estimate: –6.114 ppm; CI: 
–23.72 to 6.77; P = 0.427), between sex and group (estimate: 
–4.133 ppm; CI: –22.39 to 14.29; P = 0.670), or between day and group 
(estimate: –7.067 ppm; CI: –24.97 to 6.87; P = 0.327). There also were 
no significant effects when PCA index was examined (Supplemental 
Fig. 1). 

When assessing magazine entries during the ten-second period of 

CS+ presentation (Fig. 3C), there were not any significant effects of 
entries per trial (ept) when looking at fixed effect of sex (estimate: 
–4.95e-01 ept; CI: –0.57 to 0.47; P = 1.000), fixed effect of session (es-
timate: 2.67e-01 ept; CI: –0.24 to 0.74; P = 0.283) or fixed effect of 
group (estimate: 6.67e-02 ept; CI: –0.41 to 0.52; P = 0.788); there also 
was not a significant interaction between session and sex and group 
during this time period (estimate: 1.08e-01 ept; CI: –0.87 to 1.08; 
P = 0.832). There were also no interactions between sex and session 
(estimate: 4.76e-02 ept; CI: –0.68 to 0.74; P = 0.898), between sex and 
group (estimate: –4.44e-02 ept; CI: –23.65 to 15.31; P = 0.902), or be-
tween session and group (estimate: 1.11e-01 ept; CI: –0.55 to 0.79; 
P = 0.750). When isolating magazine entries during the ten-second 
period following CS+ presentation (Fig. 3D), the time period during 
which rewards would have been delivered, there was a significant 
interaction between session and group (estimate: –1.53 ept; CI: –2.85 to 
–0.11; P = 0.038 *) as animals with LiCl exposure tended to reduce such 
entries. There was a significant effect for session (estimate: 1.11 ept; CI: 
0.15–2.08; P = 0.034 *) such that all animals generally increased going 
to the magazine during this time, but there was no difference of sex 
(estimate: 0.43 ept; CI: –0.87 to 1.66; P = 0.470) or group (estimate: 
0.36; CI: –0.77 to 1.46; P = 0.527). There were also no significant in-
teractions between sex and session (estimate: –1.05 ept; CI: –2.79 to 
0.36; P = 0.174), between sex and group (estimate: 0.14 ept; CI: –1.49 to 
1.86; P = 0.862), and between sex and group and session (estimate: 0.99 

Fig. 4. Males and females show similar sign-tracking levels in reacquisition conditions following outcome devaluation. A) Schematic of groups and conditions in 
reacquisition sessions. B) Mean presses per minute on the CS+ lever by group across reacquisition sessions. There was a group by session interaction (P = 0.0498†). 
C) Mean percent pellets consumed across reacquisition session by group; animals in the LiCl group consumed fewer pellets than the Saline group (P = 0.0002108). D) 
Correlation plot between the percent pellets consumed and the CS+ presses per minute in the LiCl group in the post-devaluation reacquisition session. There was no 
correlation between these two behaviors (Pearsons= 0.07413183). E) Mean magazine entries in the 10 s CS+ presentation by group across reacquisition session. 
There was a main effect of session (P = 0.048 *). F) Mean magazine entries in the 10 s following the CS+ presentation by group across reacquisition session. There 
was a group by session interaction (P = 0.00437††). [* indicate main effects], [† indicate interactions]. [Transparent dots are data points for individual rats. Darker 
dots represent individual rats showing the same data point]. 
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ept; CI: –1.00 to 3.03; P = 0.349). 
In summary, these data indicate that sex is not a factor in sign- 

tracking behavior under extinction conditions after outcome devalua-
tion. Although, surprisingly, under extinction conditions after outcome 
devaluation, sign-tracking to the CS+ failed so significantly integrate 
LiCl exposure in that group. Upon closer examination, there was a sig-
nificant reduction in magazine entry behaviors in the LiCl group which 
suggests that animals integrated the outcome devaluation into their 
choices. 

3.4. Devaluation sensitivity in reacquisition 

Responding during pre-devaluation and post-devaluation reac-
quisition sessions were also compared. Sign-tracking rates by group and 
session are presented in Fig. 4B. A sex-including linear mixed model was 
compared to a second sex-excluding model via ANOVA as described 
above for reacquisition session rates. The sex-including model per-
formed worse on the ANOVA than the sex-excluding model (sex- 
including model Akaike Information Criterion (AIC): 556.64; sex- 
excluding model AIC: 553.61). Because this difference was minor, we 
made our comparisons using the sex-including model despite the worse 
fit. See Table S2 for stats related to the sex-excluding model. 

During the requisition test following devaluation, there was a sig-
nificant interaction between session and group (estimate: –13.15 ppm; 
CI: –27.07 to 0.03; P = 0.0498 *). There was not a significant effect of 
group (estimate: –0.80 ppm; CI: –12.93 to 10.25; P = 0.90), of sex (es-
timate: 8.61 ppm; CI: –5.58 to 20.48; P = 0.205), or of session (estimate: 
0.93 ppm; CI: –8.19 to 9.48; P = 0.840). There were also no interactions 
between sex and session (estimate: –3.69 ppm; CI: –17.42 to 9.99; 
P = 0.597), between sex and group (estimate: –4.34 ppm; CI: –22.55 to 
12.92; P = 0.639), or between sex and session and group (estimate: 
–8.27 ppm; CI: –26.14 to 10.78; P = 0.389). When the PCA index was 
examined, there was a similarly significant interaction between group 
and session (estimate= –0.20; CI= –0.36 to –0.03; P = 0.025 *) (Sup-
plemental Fig. 2). 

For interaction with the CS- lever, there was also a significant 
interaction between group and session (estimate= –3.20 ppm; CI=
–5.38 to –1.06; P = 0.003 **) as well as a significant main effect of day 
(estimate= 2.37 ppm; CI= 1.07–3.80; P = 0.002 **) (Supplemental 
Fig. 2). This effect reflected a greater amount of CS- interactions in 
control groups.; however, the overall amount of CS- interactions 
remained quite low. 

Concerning pellet consumption, a Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed 
that only animals in the LiCl group significantly decreased their pellet 
consumption between pre- and post-devaluation sessions (V= 171, 
P = 0.0002108) (Fig. 4C). Because there appeared to be variation in the 
percent of pellets LiCl-exposed animals consumed during reacquisition, 
we examined the correlation between the percentage of pellets 
consumed and the ppm on the CS+ lever for the LiCl group. We ran a 
Pearson correlation coefficient calculation on the CS+ ppm and the 
percentage of pellets consumed on LiCl treated animals following 
outcome devaluation to determine if there was any relationship between 
those two behaviors. There was a no positive correlation coefficient 
(0.07413183) (Fig. 4D) indicating that there was no relationship in how 
much animals sign-tracked and how many pellets were consumed by this 
group during reacquisition. 

When isolating magazine entries during the ten-second period during 
CS+ presentation (Fig. 4E), there was a significant fixed effect of session 
(estimate: 0.16 ept; CI: 0.01–0.31; P = 0.048 *) but no fixed effect of 
group (estimate: –0.01 ept; CI: –0.18 to 0.14; P = 0.872) or of sex (es-
timate: –0.03 ept; CI: –0.20 to 0.13; P = 0.715); there also was no sig-
nificant interactions between sex and group and session (estimate: –0.21 
ept; CI: –0.54 to 0.08; P = 0.192), between sex and session (estimate: 
–0.06 ept; CI: –0.26 to 0.20; P = 0.620), between sex and group (esti-
mate: –0.07 ept; CI: –0.15 to 0.32; P = 0.551), and a nonsignificant 
trend between session and group during this time period (estimate: 0.20; 

CI: –0.02 to 0.40; P = 0.078). When isolating magazine entries during 
the ten-second period following CS+ presentation (Fig. 4F), there was a 
significant interaction between session and group (estimate: –2.38; CI: 
–4.03 to –0.88; P = 0.00437 **), but there were no significant effects for 
session (estimate: 0.34 ept; CI: –7.25 to 1.41; P = 0.547), for sex (esti-
mate: –0.16 ept; CI: –1.54 to 1.38; P = 0.828), or for group (estimate: 
0.80 ept; CI: –0.49 to 2.08; P = 0.25). There were also no significant 
interactions between sex and group and session (estimate: –0.20 ept; CI: 
–2.41 to 2.12; P = 0.863), between sex and session (estimate: –0.26 ept; 
CI: –0.20 to 1.56; P = 0.759), and between sex and group (estimate: 0.05 
ept; CI: –0.19 to 2.08; P = 0.962). 

In summary, these data indicate that there was a significant change 
in sign-tracking levels after outcome devaluation in reacquisition con-
ditions with respect to group but not with respect to sex. Additionally, 
while both groups decreased their sign tracking following outcome 
devaluation, the LiCl group had a marked decrease compared to the 
saline group. The LiCl group also consumed fewer pellets during reac-
quisition following outcome devaluation. With respect to magazine 
entries, the LiCl group decreased magazine entries following outcome 
devaluation whereas the saline group did not have this same decrease. 
During CS+ presentations, both groups increased magazine entries 
following outcome devaluation; however, following CS+ presentations, 
the LiCl group decreased magazine entries while the saline group 
maintained a similar level of magazine entries. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. The role of sex in sign-tracking acquisition 

Much of the research on sign-tracking behavior has included pri-
marily male animals. Research into the acquisition and maintenance of 
sign-tracking in females, as well as in the flexibility of sign-tracking, 
needs to be more thoroughly examined. A few studies have examined 
the role of sex in the development of similar but non-identical cue- 
directed behaviors. For example, one study examined the role of age and 
sex in sign-tracking-like behaviors and found that adult female rats 
exhibit more of these behaviors than adult males in early training ses-
sions [10]. This was also the case with adolescent females compared 
with adolescent males, but this separation of sex occurred during later 
training sessions rather than during early ones. Additionally, a study 
examined the role of sex and strain in PCA behavior to a lever-cue (i.e. 
sign-tracking) and found that Sprague Dawley female rats acquired 
sign-tracking more rapidly than male rats [11]. Interestingly, this sex 
difference was absent in the Heterogeneous Stock rats used in that study. 

The conclusions from our study are inconsistent with these previous 
studies in that we found no differences between sex throughout sign- 
tracking acquisition or in final sign-tracking levels, and, in fact, 
including sex as a factor in our statistical model reduced its explanatory 
power for behavioral variance. One key difference in our study 
compared to these prior ones is that we used Long Evans rats. Male and 
female Long Evans rats may show no differences throughout sign- 
tracking acquisition similar to the Heterogenous Stock rats seen in 
Pitchers et al. [11] even though, ultimately, adult Sprague Dawley rats 
exhibit no sex differences by the end of training [10,11,15,16]. One 
study examining sign-tracking and goal-tracking behaviors in mice 
directly supports the idea that the strain of the rodent being studied can 
impact whether sign-tracking exhibits sex differences [17]. Specifically, 
male CAST/EiJ mice, male NOD/ShiLtJ mice, and male C57BL/6 J mice 
all exhibited increased sign-tracking levels as measured via number of 
lever presses or duration of lever contact and which was lacking in the 
females of those strains [17]. Female AJ mice exhibited increased 
sign-tracking levels relative to the male AJ mice as measured via 
increased lever contact duration [17]. The 129S1/SvImJ mice showed 
no sex differences in sign-tracking behavior, but also seemed to not 
acquire sign-tracking behavior generally [17]. In short, while females 
can exhibit more sign-tracking than males in certain strains of rodent (e. 
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g., Sprague Dawley rat, AJ mice), females and males do not differ in 
other strains (e.g., 129S1/SvImJ mice, Long Evans rat as used here). 
Studies interested in biological sex as a variable in motivated behaviors 
will need to keep animal strain, and even vendor, as a point of interest 
[18], but a study directly comparing sign-tracking acquisition in Long 
Evans and Sprague Dawley rats will need to be performed to confirm 
these claims. 

Another relevant factor could be the intertrial interval (ITI). Previous 
studies have shown that increasing the ITI during training increases the 
bias of rats to develop sign-tracking over goal-tracking in both female 
Long Evans rats and in male and female Wistar rats [19,20]. Specifically, 
these studies found that female Long Evans rats engage with the CS+ at 
higher levels when the ITI is longer, and that, while male Wistar rats 
engage with the CS+ more than females over all ITIs tested, females do 
engage more with the CS+ as the ITI is increased [19,20]. While no 
studies have looked at the effects of different ITIs on both male and fe-
male Long Evans rats, it is possible that our relatively low ITI of 60 s 
could be masking sex differences that could be seen at a higher ITI. Both 
studies mentioned previously had higher ITIs ranging from 90 s to 150 s, 
so increasing the ITI of our experiment to somewhere within the 
90–150 s range could produce a sex difference in which females exhibit 
more sign-tracking behavior like these previous studies [10,11]. 

4.2. The role of sex in the sensitivity of sign-tracking to outcome 
devaluation 

In addition to the acquisition of sign-tracking behaviors, it is useful to 
determine if there are sex differences in the sensitivity of sign-tracking to 
outcome devaluation. This sensitivity is one way to examine habitual 
behavior which is of interest in many human disorders and pathologies, 
and, with the exception of two studies to our knowledge, most of the 
research examining this effect was performed in males. These two 
studies found that adult females were insensitive to outcome devalua-
tion in their behavior, whereas males were devaluation sensitive [10, 
21]. In the first study, this lack of devaluation effect on CS+ -approach 
behavior was seen as adult females having an increased CS+ approach 
behavior relative to adult males immediately following satiety-mediated 
devaluation and during early extinction sessions following devaluation 
[10]. In the second study, this was seen as increased “lever approach” 
behavior in females compared with males after reward devaluation 
during which some subjects had their basolateral amygdala-to-nucleus 
accumbens core projections inactivated and during which some rats 
were satiated while others were not [22]. 

The conclusion from our study conflicts with these results in that we 
found no sex differences in the sensitivity of sign-tracking to outcome 
devaluation. As above, animal strain is likely to be a factor. Additionally, 
another reason why our data differs from prior work could be due to the 
method of outcome devaluation that was performed. We conducted 
conditioned taste aversion-mediated outcome devaluation which in-
troduces a taste aversion to devalue the reward. The LiCl injection makes 
subjects nauseous following consumption of the reward, and the 
nauseous state becomes associated with the previously consumed 
reward. This form of outcome devaluation depends on an innate 
mammalian form of aversion learning during which a nauseous state is 
associated with something consumed as opposed to other types of 
stimuli present in the environment. The previous studies used satiety- 
mediated outcome devaluation during which animals have unre-
stricted access to the reward to devalue that reward. This satiety method 
takes advantage of the fact that subjects that are satiated will decrease 
the reward value of that specific reward. Satiety-mediated devaluation 
could allow for maintenance of sign-tracking behavior in females 
compared to males whereas females and males might similarly decrease 
maintenance of sign-tracking behavior following conditioned taste 
aversion-mediated devaluation. It is hard to draw too many conclusions 
due to the paucity of work on sign-tracking and devaluation sensitivity 
across animal sex, but variables of interest to cross-examine would likely 

be animal strain as well as devaluation methodology. 
It should be noted that, even when sex is not a factor, there is 

inconsistency within the literature of the effects of outcome devaluation 
on sign-tracking. Some initial studies that used only males have found 
that sign-tracking is completely resistant to the effects of outcome 
devaluation, and that only goal-tracking can be affected by outcome 
devaluation [23]. Other initial studies that also used only males but 
ensured that devaluation was occurring within the task environment 
found that sign-tracking is sensitive to the effects of outcome devalua-
tion [3,9,24]. In our own study here, we made sure that the devaluation 
was occurring within the task environment. We also found differing 
results on the conclusion of if outcome devaluation had a significant 
impact on sign-tracking behavior under different conditions with regard 
to the continued presence of the reinforcer (reacquisition) or its absence 
(extinction). As a result of the differences that we see in the literature 
and within our own study, it seems that devaluation happening in the 
context under which Pavlovian testing occurs is critical to seeing an 
impact of outcome devaluation on sign-tracking behavior. Additionally, 
our study implies that the conditions carried out following outcome 
devaluation (i.e. under extinction or under reacquisition) could be 
another potential factor that could lead to a outcome devaluation having 
a statistical impact on sign-tracking behavior when taking into consid-
eration sex and other variables. 

Concerning variation in the devaluation sensitivity of sign-tracking 
that was unrelated to sex, some rats that were treated with LiCl 
consumed a high percentage of pellets in reacquisition. Pellets were 
classified as consumed if they were missing from the magazine, and 
some rats had many pellet pieces or even full pellets that were sitting in 
the pan of the operant chamber. These pellets were counted as 
“consumed pellets”, and they are the source of this variability. It is this 
variability that could have led to a lack of correlation between CS+ ppm 
and percent pellets consumed in the LiCl group during reacquisition; 
however, it is interesting that some rats would continue interacting with 
and, in some instances, biting the devalued reward. 

On this point, our study was conducted in a nearly identical manner 
to one previously, in which it was found that rats reduced sign-tracking 
immediately after LiCl-induced devaluation if the devaluation was done 
in the task context rather than outside of the task context [3]. In that 
study, only male Long Evans rats from Charles River were used [3]. This 
was similar to an earlier study observing devaluation sensitivity in Long 
Evans rats from Charles River as well [9]. In the study here, both male 
and female rats were used, and we found no significant difference in 
sign-tracking under extinction conditions to a devalued CS+ but did find 
concurrent, significant change in magazine-directed behavior. This 
reduction of sign-tracking became significant in the subsequent reac-
quisition sessions. It is possible that having both sexes represented 
affected this result, but there were statistically no sex differences which 
precludes post-hoc analyses on sex. One can qualitatively observe that 
males in the current study resembled males in our prior study, and when 
examining only the male subjects of our study, we see trends like the 
previous study where males treated with LiCl decrease their CS+ ppm 
following outcome devaluation in extinction whereas males treated with 
Saline don’t alter their ppm [3]. Our female subjects displayed a more 
intermediate phenotype in both groups such that females who received 
LiCl barely decreased their CS+ ppm whereas females who received 
Saline barely increased their CS+ ppm relative to males. In other words, 
LiCl-exposed males pressed the least following extinction and Saline 
males pressed the most following extinction whereas the LiCl-exposed 
females pressed more than the LiCl-exposed males and followed by the 
Saline females. In other words, there might be a sex-by-experimental 
condition interaction which led to our LiCl group showing successful 
outcome devaluation as measured by the CS+ with the continued 
presence of the devalued reward (reacquisition condition) but not 
showing successful outcome devaluation as measured by the CS+ in the 
absence of the devalued reward (extinction condition). Given the pre-
cedent outlined by the previous experiment in which only males were 
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used, it is possible that females are driving this difference in extinction 
vs. reacquisition, although this was not able to be quantified statistically 
[3]. This finding highlights the importance of considering sex and the 
experimental conditions in which sign-tracking occurs following 
outcome devaluation (i.e. under extinction or reacquisition) in future 
research and the potential influence that it may have on observed 
outcomes. 

4.3. Sex and other variable interactions on sign-tracking flexibility 

While we have discussed possible reasons for the difference in our 
study when compared to prior work, animal strain, ITI, and method of 
outcome devaluation certainly are not the only sources of variation in 
sign-tracking behaviors. Differences in the details of the task design 
could interact with sex in sign-tracking acquisition and in its flexibility 
vs. habit-like nature as well. For example, the modality of the cue 
stimulus (e.g. auditory tone, lever insertion, etc.) that predicts a reward 
is not consistent across studies. Modality differences are not just limited 
to the cue; some studies have different reward types and amounts as well 
(e.g. liquid sucrose vs. pellets) (e.g., [10,21]). As another example, some 
studies use both a CS+ which predicts a food cue and a CS- which does 
not predict a food cue to control for differing activity levels across 
subjects, while other studies only have a CS+ to avoid the learning 
requirement of CS discrimination (e.g., [10,21,22]). Sign-tracking 
studies also split rats into “sign-trackers” and “goal-trackers” and 
focus on the extremes of a behavior that exists on a spectrum while other 
studies consider the full range of sign-tracking behavior before doing 
any experiments or manipulations (e.g., [10,11]). Sign-tracking studies 
also differ in how many acquisition or training sessions rodents perform 
(e.g., [10,21]); this could lead to differences in sign-tracking behavior 
because subjects could have stronger or weaker associations between 
the cue and the reward across studies [25]. Some studies that manipu-
late sign-tracking behavior following training do so under extinction 
conditions while other studies continue using the presence of the food 
reward which actively reinforces the sign-tracking behavior [10,26]. 
Interestingly, one study found that female sign-tracking rats had 
reduced microbial alpha diversity compared to male sign-tracking rats 
and goal-tracking rats more generally, so factors that could impact 
microbiome diversity, like home cage chow, could potentially be a factor 
in sign-tracking behavior when it does differ by sex [27]. Many effects of 
these individual sources of variation could be subtle, but they could 
manifest as large significant differences in sign-tracking when 
compounded. 

For this study, as in our prior studies, we included a CS- for several 
reasons. Firstly, a CS- can control for generalized behavioral activity that 
could differ between experimental groups. Secondly, we wanted to 
ensure that learning was targeted to the CS that is predictive of the 
reward; in showing animals do not sign-track much to a CS-, we gain 
confidence that the CS+ itself (and not any item in the task chamber) 
gains a Pavlovian predictive relationship with the reward. Finally, 
having a CS- takes a step towards real-world relevance in the sense that 
discriminative learning about which stimuli do and do not relate to 
desired outcomes is ubiquitous. While we decided to include a CS-, some 
studies do not include a CS- [22]. We speculate that the logic is to avoid 
introducing a discrimination requirement to the learning conditions. 
While no studies examining how the inclusion or exclusion of a CS- 
impacts sign-tracking behavior have been performed, it is possible that 
the addition of a CS- biases the subject’s attention to the CS+ because of 
this discriminative learning process which could render these subjects to 
sign-track more than in the absence of a CS-. 

4.4. Applications 

The results of this carry implications for understanding human 
motivated behaviors, particularly those that sign-tracking is thought to 
mode. Sign-tracking is just one of several reward-motivated behaviors 

that can be measured in rodent models. Although our study found that 
sex did not play a role in the acquisition of sign-tracking behavior or in 
its maintenance following outcome devaluation with our specific 
experimental paradigm, it remains to be seen if this lack of a sex- 
dependent effect applies to other similar behaviors. Theoretically, it is 
possible that other behaviors that capture aspects of “craving” or 
“wanting” motivation to food reward would also not be affected by the 
sex of the participant such as conditioned reinforcement or breakpoint 
on a progressive ratio task [28,29]. With regard to addiction, 
sign-tracking has been previously shown to be predictive of several 
drug-seeking behavioral measures including drug-seeking reinstatement 
and increased likelihood to endure punishment in order to obtain 
reward [30]. While an experiment directly comparing sign-tracking in 
the two genotypes still needs to be performed, Sprague Dawley rats seem 
to exhibit sex differences while Long Evan rats do not, Sprague Dawley 
rats might be a good animal model to use to model human disorders 
which exhibit sex differences such as compulsive eating and Cocaine 
Abuse Disorder in which females seem to be more at risk for the 
development and continued maintenance of these disorders [1,2,31]. 
Additionally, it is difficult to directly compare sign-tracking levels in 
strain via PCA index across studies, but it does look like Long Evans rats 
could potentially interact with a lever-cue more than Sprague Dawley 
rats [11,21]. Examining Pavlovian Approach behaviors in Long Evans 
rats may bias research towards sign-tracking instead of goal-tracking 
which could be desired or undesired based on if the research focus is 
on cue approach or on reward approach. With respect to human 
research, initial work looking at Value Modulated Attentional Capture 
(VMAC), a measure of attentional capture to cues that predict rewards 
and behavioral analogue to sign-tracking in humans, there were no sex 
differences when examining VMAC regarding risky alcohol behavior 
[32]. Even more relevantly, a recent study explicitly used a sign-tracking 
paradigm in human children; this group didn’t find sex differences in 
sign-tracking like our findings [33]. Pending results from future exper-
iments, this so far implies that Long Evans rats might be a good animal 
model to model human disorders that lack sex differences and to model 
human compulsivity, craving, and wanting behavior more generally in 
the absence of a specific disorder. 

5. Conclusion 

With this study, we aimed to determine if sex was a factor in the 
acquisition of sign-tracking behavior and if sex played a role in 
compulsive sign-tracking behavior as measured by sign-tracking levels 
following outcome devaluation. During acquisition, we found that both 
male and female animals were able to discriminate between the 
CS+ and the CS- lever and interacted with the CS+ lever more than the 
CS- lever; however, there was no difference between male and female 
rats in ultimate sign-tracking levels at the end of acquisition, and there 
was also no difference in the rate of acquiring the sign-tracking 
behavior. During conditioned taste aversion learning, we found that 
the groups that had been treated with LiCl both learned to devalue the 
LiCl-paired pellets as both groups rejected them when they were avail-
able, and we found that males and females learned this association 
similarly. Next, following this devaluation, the sexes again did not differ 
in how sensitive their sign-tracking behavior was to devaluation in a 
post-devaluation extinction test and subsequent post-devaluation reac-
quisition sessions. We conclude that Long Evans rats do not always 
exhibit sex differences in cue-directed motivation, nor in how sensitive it 
is to change following reward devaluation, in contrast to other rodent 
strains like Sprague Dawley rats and discuss potential sources of varia-
tion across studies. 
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